Genomic studies feature multivariate count data from high-throughput DNA sequencing experiments, which often contain many zero values. These zeros can cause artifacts for statistical analyses and multiple modeling approaches have been developed in response. Here, we apply common zero-handling models to gene-expression and microbiome datasets and show 15 models disagree on average by 46% in terms of identifying the most differentially expressed sequences. Next, to rationally examine how different zero handling models behave, we developed a conceptual framework outlining four types of processes that may give rise to zero values in sequence count data. Last, we performed simulations to test how zero handling models behave in the presence of these different zero generating processes. Our simulations showed that 20 simple count models are sufficient across multiple processes, even when the true underlying process is unknown. On the other hand, a common zero handling technique known as "zeroinflation" was only suitable under a zero generating process associated with an unlikely set of biological and experimental conditions. In concert, our work here suggests several specific guidelines for developing and choosing state-of-the-art models for analyzing sparse sequence 25 count data.
Introduction
Many high-throughput DNA sequencing assays exhibit high sparsity, which often exceed 70% in microbiome, bulk-, and single-cell RNA-seq experiments [1, 2, 3, 4] . Such sparsity can be problematic for modeling [5, 3, 6, 7] , as common numerical operations like logarithms or division 30 are undefined when applied to zero. Empirical benchmarks also suggest that the frequency of zeroes in datasets can affect false discovery rates in analyses like differential gene expression [8, 9] .
Multiple approaches have been proposed for tackling the modeling problems posed by zero values in sequence count data. A common approach for addressing numerical challenges associated with taking the logarithm or dividing by zero is to add a small positive value, or pseudo-count, to 35 the entire dataset prior to analysis [10, 5] . A more sophisticated approach is to model all counts (including zero values) as arising due to random counting involving the Poisson, negative binomial, or multinomial distributions [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . Often these methods perform inference on the statistical properties of the entire datasets rather than a single observed zero count. Still more complicated models permit greater flexibility in the modeling of zero values by layering secondary 40 random processes on top of random count processes. Examples of such models include zero-inflated negative binomial models [16] and Poisson zero-inflated log-normal models [17] .
Although an abundance of methods have been proposed for handling zeros, it remains unclear when certain approaches are to be preferred over others. Empirical benchmarks comparing sequence analysis software packages [8, 9] do not isolate the effects of zero handling relative to other modeling decisions such as how to filter samples or normalize read depths, which in turn precludes offering specific guidance as to which approaches to modeling zero values are more or less appropriate. A conceptual debate has also emerged around the appropriateness of zero-inflation, with some cell RNA-seq [43, 44] , bulk RNA-seq [45, 46] , and 16S rRNA microbiota surveys [47, 48] . We then chose two different statistical models that differed only in their modeling of zero values. One model was based on a negative binomial distribution. Letting y ij represent the observed counts for sequence i in sample j, a negative binomial model assumes that y ij reflects the abundance of sequence i in sample j with added sampling noise described by a negative binomial distribution. 70 Such negative binomial models are used in many popular software tools such as edgeR [49] , DESeq2 [11] . The second model was similar to the first, but also assumed a process known as zero-inflation was taking place. In contrast to the first model, a zero-inflated negative binomial model additionally assumes that there exists a probability π j that y ij = 0 regardless of the abundance of sequence i in sample j. Zero inflation has become a popular method of augmenting the negative binomial 75 to model higher levels of zero values in sequence count data [29, 20, 38, 16, 28] . To implement our two models, we used the ZINB-WaVE modeling framework [16] , which allowed us to create identical negative binomial models that varied only according to the presence of zero inflation. Notably, our implementation relied on the default settings of ZINB-WaVE, which further assumes that the probability π j can vary depending on the condition a sample belongs to (e.g. treatment or 80 control). Such condition-specific zero-inflation is commonly used in a number of popular sofware packages [33, 20, 25, 16, 27] . We refer to these two models respectively as the Zero-Inflated Negative Binomial (ZINB) and Negative Binomial (NB) models (see Section 6 for more details).
To interpret the results of these two models we quantified the discrepancy between the top-K most differentially expressed sequences according to each model ( Figure S1 ). Discrepancy was 85 calculated as (K − m)/K where m is the number of the top-K sequences in common between the two models. We found that the ZINB and NB models disagreed on average by 46.3% (range: 20.0%-90.0%) among the top-50 most differentially expressed sequences. Even among the top-5 most differentially expressed sequences (a subset whose size and priority makes them likely for potentially costly experimental follow-up), disagreement averaged 50.0% and reached 100.0% for 90 one dataset ( Figure S1 ).
We found that the largest discrepancies between the ZINB and NB models occurred on sequences that were observed with a high number of counts in one condition, while also being observed with low or zero counts in the other condition ( Figure S2 ). These presence-absence-like cases would seem like examples of where sequence abundance varies according to condition, and 95 indeed, the NB model infers these sequences are differentially expressed (Figure 1 ). By contrast, we observed that the ZINB model does not always infer that sequences exhibiting presence-absencelike patterns in one condition were differentially expressed. The ZINB model instead inferred that these sequences were actually expressed at equal abundance; but, one condition exhibited higher rates of zero-inflation than the other condition (a phenomenon we term differential zero-inflation; Figure 1 ). Indeed, we found that there was a strong correlation between the difference in inferred differential expression according to the ZINB and NB models and the degree to which the ZINB model inferred that a sequence is differentially zero-inflated (Spearman rho > 0.35 and p-value ≈ 0 for all 6 datasets; Figure 1 ). Still, discrepancies between how the NB and ZINB models handled sequences with presence-absence like abundance patterns were not solely due to condition-specific zero-inflation, as we could recapitulate similar levels of discrepancy (average of 32.7%; range: 3.0%-48.0%; Figures S3-S5) even when condition-specific zero-inflation was disabled (see Section 6 and Supplemental Materials for complete discussion and methods). Ultimately, while the true processes underlying sparsity in a genomic dataset are often unknown, we found it striking that sequences with high counts in one condition, while also being observed with low or zero counts in 110 the other condition, were often inferred by the ZINB model to not be differentially expressed. This suggest that zero-inflated models lead to higher false-negative rates than identical non-zero-inflated models.
Zero Generating Processes (ZGPs)
To provide a conceptual framework for analyzing how different zero handling models behave, 115 we developed a scheme for categorizing different zero generating processes (ZGPs). Our scheme partitions ZGPs into three major classes ( Figure 2 ):
Sampling Zeros Zeros may also arise due to limits in the total number of sequencing reads counted in a given sample [3] . Certain sequences, particularly ones at low abundance, may be present but not counted. In the limit where no reads were collected for a given sample, 120 all zeros would be due to sampling effects; by contrast, if an infinite number of reads could be collected for a sample, sampling zeros would not be present.
Biological Zeros Perhaps the most intuitive reason for zeros in a dataset, biological zeros arise when a sequence is truly absent from a biological system.
Technical Zeros Preparing a sample for sequencing can introduce technical zeros into the data 125 by partially or completely reducing the amount of countable sequences. These processes can lead to reductions in sequence abundance across all samples in a study or can act on a subset samples. For example, some genes are under-represented (partially reduced) in sequencing libraries due to the relative difficulty of amplifying GC-rich sequences [50, 51] . This bias could occur across all samples in a study; or, in a heterogeneous manner if different 130 batches of samples were amplified using different primers or cycle number. Furthermore, if instead of a relative inability to amplify a sequence there was a complete inability, we would have a complete technical process. Zero-inflated models consider a specific case of complete technical zeros where this inability to measure a given sequence occurs randomly from sampleto-sample. Importantly, in a complete technical process, even abundant sequences may go 135 unobserved.
There is ample experimental evidence that biological, sampling, and partial technical zeros occur in real data. Biological zeros are known to occur when studying gut microbiota across people [52] since unrelated individuals will harbor unique bacterial strains. Another example of biological zeros can be found in RNA expression analyses of gene knockout experiments, where gene 140 deletion will eliminate certain transcripts from the expressed pool of genes prior to DNA sequencing [53] . Sampling zeros are known to occur when sequencing depth is limited and sequence diversity is high [2, 18]. For example, in silico studies have shown that decreasing the depth of sequencing studies can increase the numbers of observed zeros [36] . There also exist well-known examples of partial technical processes such as DNA extraction bias [54], batch effects [55, 56] or PCR bias present in data, zero-inflated models produce biased estimates. Overall, this guideline is aligned
The following five models assume that each of the K biological specimens has a true parameter λ k that represents the abundance of a single sequence j.
Prototypical Models
For comparability, each of our five models are based on a hierarchical Poisson log-normal model. Letting κ denote a fixed non-zero value, we define the pseudo-count (PC) model as
This model avoids numerical issues with taking the log of zero values by adding a pseudo-count to the data prior to analysis. 325 We defined the base model as
This model considers count variation and zeros due to sampling.
The random intercept (RI) model modifies the base model with a batch-specific multiplicative factor η xi , which may alter the rate of Poisson sampling.
For identifiability, we assume that a single batch, labeled batch number 1, is an unbiased gold standard, so η 1 = 1. If we have a single batch, this model is identical to the base model. The NB (negative binomial) model of Section 2 is similar to the RI model but uses the more flexible negative binomial distribution instead of the Poisson. Like the ZINB model in Section 1, we created a zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) model by adding a zero-inflated component to the Poisson part of the base model. The ZIP model is defined by
where ZIP(λ zi , θ xi ) is shorthand for
and where δ 0 refers to the Dirac distribution centered at zero. This model assumes that all zeros arise due to a sampling process or a complete technical process.
In contrast to the ZIP model, the Biological Zero (BZ) model adds a zero-inflated component to the log-normal part of the base model. The BZ model is defined by
Here ZILN(µ, σ 2 , γ zi ) is short for:
this model assumes that zeros arise from a sampling process or a biological process. In Section 4, the BZ model was modified from this form because of the difficulty of representing the latent Dirac distribution using the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo. Instead, the Dirac distribution in the BZ
Code availability
All code necessary to recreate the analysis and figures in this work is available at: https://github.com/jsilve24/zero_types_paper. sequencing data with many zero counts," Genome Biology, vol. 17, no. Single Cell RNA-seq Figure 1 : Differential expression (DE) estimates from a negative binomial (NB) and zero-inflated negative binomial (ZINB) model can differ substantially. Log base 2 differential expression for the ZINB and NB models are shown after each was applied to single cell RNA-seq, bulk RNA-seq, and 16S rRNA microbiota data. Dots represent different sequences, and each is colored according to the degree of differential zero-inflation as estimated by the ZINB model. For each dataset, the 10 sequences that have the largest discrepancy between inferred DE are labeled and their distribution in each condition is given in Figure S2 .
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The Base model with an added batch specific bias term.
The Base model with zero inflation added to the Poisson
The Base model with zero inflation added to the log-normal Figure 2 : An overview of the zero generating processes (ZGPs), simulations, and models presented in this work. Model notation is as follows: y i represents the number of counts observed for a given sequence in sample i, z i represents the person from which sample i originates, x i represents the batch number of sample i, λ zi represents the abundance of the sequence in person z i . σ 2 , ρ, and τ 2 are fixed hyper-parameters of the model. condition-specific zero-inflated negative binomial (ncsZINB) model can differ substantially. Log base 2 differential expression for the ncsZINB and NB models are shown after each was applied to single cell RNA-seq, bulk RNA-seq, and 16S rRNA microbiota data. Dots represent different sequences, and each is colored according to the degree of zero-inflation as estimated by the ncsZINB model. For each dataset, the 10 sequences that have the largest discrepancy between inferred DE are labeled and their distribution in each condition is given in Figure S5. 
Detailed Description of Simulation Results
Here we extend the discussion in the main text and give a detailed description of our simulation results. We want to intuitively explain why these results appear the way they do.
Simulation 1: Highlighting Sampling Zeros
The first simulation consists of five random draws from a Poisson distribution with a rate parameter λ of 0.5. This simulation represents a single transcript within a single person measured with 5 technical replicates, all processed in the same batch. The small value of λ ensured that the data would contain sampling zeros with high probability. We applied the PC, Base, ZIP, and BZ models to this simulation. To demonstrate the impact of the choice of pseudo-count on the PC model, we applied the PC model with three different pseudo-counts: 1, .5, and .05. We summarize and provide an intuitive explanation of the results (shown in Figure 2A ) below:
PC model The PC model is sensitive to the choice of pseudo-count κ. Typical values for κ used in the analysis of sequence count data include .5, .65, and 1, as we cannot directly infer a generally optimal value from the observed data [1] . Here we found that κ = 0.05 provided a close correspondence between the posterior mean of λ and the true simulated value of λ.
Base model The base model performs well, placing the posterior mean near the true simulated value of λ.
ZIP model While the ZIP model is capable of modeling pure sampling zeros (i.e., if θ 1 = 0), this model substantial inflated λ compared to its true value. The ZIP cannot distinguish between zero values due to low abundance and low zero inflation (small λ and small θ) and zero values due to high abundance and high zero inflation (large λ and large θ). This interpretation is supported by a strong positive correlation in the posterior distribution of λ and θ shown in Figure S8 . Figure S8 demonstrates that the regions of high posterior probability are spread out over a large range of possible λ and θ values. This uncertainty also appears in the long tails of the ZIP model's posterior distribution for λ.
BZ model The BZ model performs nearly identically to the base model. The presence of non-zero counts makes it extremely unlikely that the true value of λ is zero; if λ = 0 we would expect all counts to be zero. The BZ model estimates that the true value of γ must be near zero. If γ ≈ 0 then the BZ model reduces to the base model.
We repeated this analysis at a variety of sample size between 5 and 1280 with the same rate parameters as above. For each sample size we simulated 30 datasets. For each simulated dataset, we fit both the base and ZIP models. The distribution of the posterior means of each of these two models as a function of sample size is shown in Figure S9 . With increased sample size, the inflation of λ decreases, but even with 1280 samples per dataset, the ZIP model continues to demonstrate inflation of mean estimate of λ. In contrast, with only 5-10 samples, the base Model estimates λ near its true value. 1 Thus estimates from zero-inflated models can demonstrate bias even for extremely large sample sizes.
Simulation 2: Highlighting Batch-Specifc Partial Technical Zeros
The second simulation consists of 15 replicates samples split evenly into 3 batches with Poisson rate parameters 1.4, 0.6, and 3.2. This simulation represents a situation where polymerized chain reaction (PCR) efficiency varies by batch. We consider batch 1 to be derived from some gold standard measurement device that has no bias. As the rate parameters for each batch are all small, this dataset contains a mix of sampling and partial technical zeros. We summarize and provide an intuitive explanation of the results (shown in Figure 2B ):
Base model The base model cannot incorporate batch information and therefore naively estimates that all 15 samples come from a distribution with a fixed rate parameter. The base model estimates the rate parameter as the mean of the rate parameters of the three batches. As this mean rate is higher than the batch 1 rate, the base model inflates its abundance estimate.
RI model The RI model performs well in this simulation placing the posterior mean near the true value of λ.
ZIP model
The posterior mean of the ZIP model lies higher than that of the base or BZ models. This may seem surprising because the ZIP model can use batch information. This result can be understood in two parts. First, the ZIP cannot detect a shift in the overall Poisson rate parameter between batches; it can only detect differences in the rates of zeros between batches. This limitation causes the ZIP model to view the data and inflate estimates, like the base model does, based on the overall average rates between batches. Second, the zero inflation component of the ZIP model excludes some zero values from its estimates of λ and in doing so inflates the overall estimates for λ. Combining these two parts, the ZIP results can be seen as inflation as the base model does, plus more inflation due to its zero inflated component.
BZ model Here the BZ model behaves identically to the base model. As in simulation 1, this occurs due to the presence of non-zero counts making it highly unlikely that λ = 0.
Simulations 3 and 4: Highlighting Sample-Specific and Batch-Specific Complete Technical Zeros
The third simulation consists of 15 replicate samples from a Poisson distribution with rate parameter λ of 1. This simulation represents a hypothetical situation: a single transcript is measured with technical replicates; each replicate has a 30% chance of catastrophic error causing a complete inability to measure that transcript. As with prior simulations, the small rate parameter ensures that the data contains sampling zeros and complete technical zeros. We summarize and provide an intuitive explanation of the results (shown in Figure 2C ): This simulation may be unrealistic, as it is unclear what experiment would cause a random but complete inability to measure a transcript within only select samples in a batch (sample-specific). So we simulated a second dataset of batch-specific complete technical zeros. In simulation 4, a single transcript is measured in 15 replicate samples: 5 replicates in each of 3 batches. However, due to the use of a different reagent or a missed experimental step, within batch 2 there is a complete lack of the transcript. We assume that no other bias is present in batches 1 or 3, which are represented as random draws from a Poisson distribution with rate parameter 1. The results appear similar to those of simulation 3. The difference is that the RI model performs better than the base or BZ models but still underestimates the true value of λ. The ZIP model slightly overestimates λ. These results of the RI and ZIP models stem from each model's inability to distinguish between which zeros are due to a sampling process and which are due to a technical process. The ZIP model performs well only in a subset of complete technical processes, e.g., simulation 3, but may still cause over-inflation of parameter estimates in other complete technical processes (e.g., simulation 4).
Simulation 5: Highlighting Biological Zeros
The fifth simulation consists of 15 samples from three individuals with Poisson rate parameters 1.4, 0, and 3.2. This simulates a situation where the abundance of a single transcript is measured in three individuals: two possess that transcript and one does not. As in the previous simulations, the small rate parameters ensure that this simulation contains sampling zeros as well as biological zeros. To simulate a situation in which the ZIP model is used in a condition-specific way, we modify the ZIP model by replacing θ xi with θ zi . This changes modeling zero-inflation by batch to modeling zero-inflation by individual. We summarize and provide an intuitive explanation of the results (shown in Figure 2E and S7):
PC model The PC model performs poorly, providing biased estimates in all three people 2 .
Base model The base model performs well in this simulation. With no non-zero counts in person 2, the base model places posterior estimates of λ 2 on low values that would be expected to produce large numbers of sampling zeros.
ZIP model The ZIP model massively overestimates value of λ 2 which was so high that the posterior credible intervals were cropped in 2E to aid visualization of the other results. This behavior of the ZIP model comes from the same mechanism that inflated parameter estimates in simulations 1, 2 and 4. Namely, the ZIP model has difficulty distinguishing between high abundance and high zero inflation (high λ 2 and high θ 2 ) and low abundance and low zero inflation (low θ 2 and low λ 2 ). The difficulty is far more severe, as all replicates from person 2 are zero and thus the ZIP model has no information to identify this model. This conclusion is supported by Figure S8 which demonstrates how the regions of highest posterior probability span both very high and very low values of θ 2 as the values of λ 2 vary over nearly 10 orders of magnitude.
BZ model The BZ model performs well in this simulation and estimates λ well in all 3 people. To see the differences between the base and BZ model results, the estimates for λ 2 are shown on a log scale in Figure S7 . The complication of biological zeros is emphasized as on a log scale, the true value of λ 2 is negative infinity. Neither model can estimate this true value due to numerical precision limitations of computers and our use of HMCMC, which cannot handle a latent Dirac distribution and requires an approximating truncated normal distribution (Methods). But the zero inflation in the BZ model estimates values of λ 2 approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than the base model. The BZ model places significant posterior probability on large values of γ 2 which also gives this posterior estimate a distinctive bimodal shape. If we had inferred the BZ model with an algorithm that included a latent Dirac distribution, such as a Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampling scheme, the BZ model might place non-negligible probability mass exactly on λ 2 = 0.
Non-Condition-Specific Zero-Inflation
To investigate whether our results using the ZINB model were unique to condition-specific zeroinflation models, we repeated our analysis with a ZINB model that was fixed to only infer noncondition-specific zero-inflation (see Section 6 for more details). While we find less discrepancy between the NB and non-condition-specific ZINB model (ncsZINB), the observed patterns are similar with an average discrepancy of 32.7% (range: 3.0%-48.0%) among the top-50 most differentially expressed sequences. Similarly, for the top-5 most differentially expressed sequences the average disagreement averaged 23.0% and reached 60.0% for one dataset (Figures S3-S5) . In parallel to the condition-specific case, we again observe a strong correlation between the difference in inferred differential expression between the ncsZINB and NB models and the inferred zero-inflation (absolute value of Spearman rho > 0.08 and p-value ≈ 0 for all 6 datasets; Figure S3 ). That is, even in the absence of condition-specific zero-inflation, the ncsZINB model interpreted that zeros in presence-absence-like cases were evidence of high levels of zero inflation rather than evidence of differential expression. Figure S1 : The ZINB and NB models often disagree regarding which sequences are the most differential expressed. For each dataset the intersection between the top-K most deferentially expressed sequences according to the NB and ZINB models is shown as a function of K. Figure 1 that had the largest discrepancy in their estimated differential expression between the NB and ZINB models. Figure S3 : Differential expression (DE) estimates from a negative binomial (NB) and noncondition-specific zero-inflated negative binomial (ncsZINB) model can differ substantially. Log base 2 differential expression for the ncsZINB and NB models are shown after each was applied to single cell RNA-seq, bulk RNA-seq, and 16S rRNA microbiota data. Dots represent different sequences, and each is colored according to the degree of zero-inflation as estimated by the ncsZINB model. For each dataset, the 10 sequences that have the largest discrepancy between inferred DE are labeled and their distribution in each condition is given in Figure S5 . Figure S8 : Large uncertainty explains the parameter inflation observed with the ZIP model. Posterior samples of λ (transcript abundance) and θ (probability of zero inflation) for the ZIP model applied to simulation 1 (sampling zeros) and simulation 5 (biological zeros). For simulation 5, the posterior distribution is of λ 2 and θ 2 . The ZIP model is unable to distinguish between zeros due to sampling (i.e., low λ and low θ) versus zeros due to zero inflation (i.e., high θ and either low or high λ). Note that for Simulation 5, this uncertainty over λ 2 spans nearly 10 orders of magnitude. The 80%, 90%, and 95% highest posterior density regions for the log posterior probability are shown in red. 
